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BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

0 TRADEMARKS 

CIBOFRESCO
® 

is a registered trademark. Product names, company 

names and descriptions in this manual may be registered trademarks of 

other companies. Such items in this manual are used for explanatory 

purposes only and no infringement on rights is intended. 

©2021 Cibofresco Industries India. 

All Rights Reserved. 

Printed for Cibofresco Industries. 





pressing assembly 



O WARRANTY REGISTRATION 
Your Cibofresco Dynamic Home Oil Maker comes with a 1 year warranty.
Make sure you register the online warranty for your Home Oil Maker 
within 30 days of purchase.

You can register the warranty online at our website www.cibofresco.in 
Your warranty will only be valid when you register it online.
Visit our website to see the full warranty terms.
If you have any difficulty registering your warranty, call our customer care
helpline mentioned on our website.

and Feeder  
is set in place.
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Home Oil Maker

Pressing Assembly Front Cover 

Power Cord

Heat Protective Glove

Pressing Rod

Pressing Chamber

Cleaning Brush

Heater Cover
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2
Lift the top lid and remove all the 
accessories from inside

1
Remove the heater cover given on the 
top of the heater 

3
Close the lid and Insert the Pressing Rod
in the front  

4
Press the button on the side and insert 
the Pressing Chamber  
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Twist the Pressing Chamber to the 
upward position and release button

5 6
Open the top lid such that it covers the 
Pressing Assembly

Attach the Power Cord to the back of 
the machine.

7
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Set the temperature  

Set the temperature using the [+/- ]
temperature buttons

Add 500gm of your choice of oilseeds 
to the oilseed feeder 
(Ensure oilseeds do not contain any foreign substances 
like stones, this can damage the oil press machine)

After 6 minutes of heating the oilseed 
extraction will start

4

1
Power on the machine by pressing the
ON button 

2

3
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Place a cup with strainer under the 
Pressing Assembly to collect the oil

Place another container in front of the 
Pressing Assembly to collect the Slag

Wait till all seeds in feeder have finished
you can add more seeds, if required

Once done with extraction, store the oil
in a glass bottle in a dry place.

5

5 6

7 8
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Wear the heat protection glove 
provided 

Unplug the Power cord from the back 
of the machine

  Carefully close the top of the machine,
do not touch the heater parts!

Press the button on side and twist the 
Pressing Assembly & remove gently 
(Caution! After extraction the Pressing Assembly 
is hot, only touch with the heat protective gloves)  

1 2

3 4
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6
Dry the Pressing Assembly and gently 
wipe the machine  

Soak the Pressing Assembly in water
and wash it right after cooling slightly

Your Home Oil Maker can be stored 
compactly in any dry and cool place!

Put all the accesories back inside the 
machine and close the lid 
 

5

7 8
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SUITABLE OILSEEDS

You can use your CIBOFRESCO Home Oil Maker to extract oil from these 
18 types of oilseeds. Make sure your oilseeds are clean and good quality. 
You can set the temperature of the machine as given below (°C) each type

Do note: To extract coconut & almond oil, cut it into small (4-6mm square) 
pieces, as shown below. This is so the oilseeds can fit through the feeder.  
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UNSUITABLE OILSEEDS
CIBOFRESCO Home Oil Maker should NOT be used to extract oil from the 
oilseeds with low oil content and hard shells. Usage of such seeds will 
damage the Home Oil Maker, damage caused by this neglect and misuse 
is not covered under the warranty.

Do note: Use oilseeds as recommended on the previoud page in this 
manual. If using any oilseeds, please check that it does not have a hard 
shell that can get stuck and damage the machine. 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

1 2

3 4

Manual & Warranty Avoid Foreign Particles

Power Safety Caution HOT

Please read this User Manual
and warranty terms 

carefully before 
operating 

the 
machine.

Before pouring seeds in the
oilseed feeder pot, check

 if there is any foreign
 particles like sand,

 stone or metal
 in your 
oilseeds

Confirm whether voltage is
consistent in your area

 & make sure the socket
 is well grounded.

Please use a
stabilizer if there

is current fluctuations

Dont touch any high temperature
surfaces like the Pressing

Assembly, Feeder Pot,
etc when

the machine
is working or

after extraction
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

6

7 8

Clean after extraction

Sedimentation
Extra Care 

for Coconut & Almond

After every extraction clean the 
pressing assembly immediately as

per instructions.
You can refer to 

Cleaning Guide in
manual or video on

our youtube channel,
Cibofresco India

Use the freshly extracted oil after
 24 hours. To get clear
 oil, pour extracted oil
 in a glass bottle and

let it rest overnight,
 the sediments

will settle at the
bottom of the bottle.

To extract coconut or almond oil, 
cut into small (4-6mm)

square pieces.
In case that rod

 gets stuck due to
 large pieces,

 warranty is void.

5 Oil outlet blocked

During extraction, If there is 
fine particles being collected 

at the oil outlet in the 
pressing assembly,

 do scrape it 
clean so the oil 

can flow out 
properly
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

9 10

11 12

Keep the Packaging Give it some rest

Strictly Prohibited
Care for

Home Oil Maker

Remember to give the Oil Maker
 a 20min break after 
every 3 hour of use.

 Do note that this
 Home Oil Maker

 is only suitable
 for household use.

It is not for commercial use.

Only use the recommended 18
types of oilseeds

 mentioned in this
User Manual.

 Use of any other
 oilseeds is NOT

 covered under
the warranty

Do not throw packaging box.
 You may need it later to

 claim warranty or
 send it for

 repair service.
New box and

 packaging
are chargeable.

Do not use any harsh chemicals
 or steelwool to clean

 the Oil Maker.
Use a soft cloth

 to wipe 
it carefully.
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HOW TO REGISTER WARRANTY

1

2

Visit our website 
www.cibofresco.in

Do the Mobile
Verification
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HOW TO REGISTER WARRANTY

3

4

Fill in your
Personal Details

Warranty is 
registered successfully
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1.  If the display screen is not showing anything
      Please check whether the power is connected.
 

2. Warranty is not getting registered.
     In this case, please call our helpline number. Our customer care 
     consultants will be able to assist you in registering your warranty. 

3. Low oil production rate and turbidity of oil.
     The quality of oilseeds has a direct impact on the yeild and the 
     quality of the produced oil. High moisture content in the seed 
     causes low oil production rate and high turbidity. Another factor 
     that can cause this is long storage time of the seeds before use.

 
4. Oil is leaking from the front and back of the assembly.
    In this case, make sure the Pressing Rod is clean before using. This leak
    can happen due to oilseed residue being stuck in the Pressing Assembly.
    Clean the Pressing Rod and Pressing Chamber

TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING

5. Pressing Rod is stuck in the Pressing Chamber.
This usually happens when the Pressing Assembly is not cleaned right
after extraction as recommended. If this happens soak the pressing
assembly in water. The residue inside will soften and rod will get
released. Do note: Damage caused due to such neglect will not be
covered by the warranty.

6.. What is covered under my Warranty?
Repairs and replacements for motor and electrical components are 
covered. Manufacturing defects are completely covered. Quick 
access to our technical experts via WhatsApp or call. Free one side 
pickup or delivery at your doorstep.

User accessories like Pressing assembly, Cleaning brush, Power Cord 
and Hand gloves are not covered under warranty. Damage caused 
by misuse of machine is not covered under the warranty; misuse 
includes neglecting instructions given in user manual and the safety 
precautions. Using unsuitable oilseeds can damage the machine, 
which will also not be covered under the warranty .




